
- If I register for Advanced Techniques, do I have to attend both days? 
o Yes. You need to attend the full 1.5 day training to receive a certificate of completion. 

-  
- Can I attend both Advanced Techniques and Fundamentals? 

o No.  Attending both Advanced Techniques and Fundamentals on the same topic is 
unnecessary. Our 1.5 day Advanced Techniques training and the half-day Fundamentals 
have a lot of overlap, but are designed for different audiences. However, if you would 
like to attend Tobacco Advanced Techniques and Well Body Fundamentals (or vise 
versa) you are welcome to do so if the times don’t conflict. 

 
- Can I attend both Tobacco and Well Body Advanced Techniques (or Fundamentals) trainings? 

o Yes, absolutely! Attending both Tobacco and Well Body is encouraged if you have the 
time and are interested in both topics. 

 
- What’s the difference between Advanced Techniques and Fundamentals and how do I decide 

which training is right for me? 
o Attend the Advanced Techniques training if you plan to run tobacco cessation or weight 

management groups or wish to train others within your organization on our group 
curricula. Advanced Techniques attendees are typically Peer Specialists or Health 
Coaches and already have experience running groups. The half-day Fundamentals 
training covers much of the same material (in less depth) and does not include the peer 
group curriculum. Many Fundamentals attendees are healthcare providers and 
administrators. 

o If you are still unsure which training to attend, call us at 303-724-3713 or email us at 
bh.wellness@ucdenver.edu. 

 
- How do I get to the training? 

o A map is available here. Please arrive early to allow time for parking. 
 

- Where can I park? 
o Parking map 
o Information on parking is available at the CU Boulder Parking and Transportation 

Services.  Please call PTS (303-492-7384) with any questions related to parking.   
 Temporary parking permits are available for $8.25/day from the Parking and 

Transportation Services customer service window at 1050 Regent Drive.  
 Most meters and pay stations require $1.75/hour.  The Euclid AutoPark Garage 

right next to the UMC is the most expensive option. 
 You may also park for free in the neighborhoods on University Hill, but a spot 

can be very difficult to find. If you intend to park in the neighborhoods, expect 
to spend some time looking for parking as well as time walking to campus. 

o Please arrive early to leave time to find parking. You may have to walk a distance from 
parking to University Memorial Center, so allow plenty of time for travel. 
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